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ABSTRACT  
The aim of web information extraction systems becomes 

intricate and prolonged; finding of data region is a major 

problem for information extraction from the web page. In 

this paper, a framework to vision-based deep web data 

extraction is proposed for web document clustering. The 

proposed approach comprises a framework of two stages: 

STAGE -1 and STAGE-2 where the first one is used to  

extract web data extraction using <DIV> tag and the second 

one to cluster web documents using fuzzy c-means 

clustering algorithm. As listed in two stages it is used to 

remove surplus noise and duplicate chunks, such as 

hyperlink percentage, noise score and cosine similarity.  

 

Keywords:- Framework, web data, Extraction of data ,DIV 

tag, Keyword frequency-based chunk selection, Key word 

based document clustering 

1. INTRODUCTION  
Now a days, World Wide Web has become one of 

the important information resources. Although most of the 

information is in the form of unstructured text, a huge 

amount of semi-structured objects, called data records, are 

enclosed on the Web [5]. Due to the heterogeneity and lack 

of structure of Web information, automated discovery of 

relevant information becomes a difficult task [1]. The Deep 

Web is the content on the web not accessible by a search on 

general search engines, which is also called as hidden Web 

or invisible Web[4]. Deep Web contents are accessed by 

queries submitted to Web databases and the retrieved 

information i.e., query results is enclosed in Web pages in 

the form of data records. These special Web pages are 

generated dynamically and are difficult to index by 

conventional crawler based search engines, namely Google 

and Yahoo. In this paper, we describe this kind of special 

Web pages as deep Web pages [12].  In general, Web 

information extraction tools are divided into three 

categories: (i) Web directories, (ii) Meta search engines, and 

(iii) Search engines. In addition to main content, web pages 

usually have image-maps, logos, advertisements, search 

boxes, headers and footers, navigational links, related links 

and copyright information in conjunction with the main 

content. Though these items are required by web site 

owners, they will obstruct the web data mining and decrease 

the performance of the search engines [14], [15]. Hence, 

having a method that automatically discovers the 

information in a web page and allots substantial measures 

for different areas in the web page is of an immense 

advantage [19], [20]. It is imperative to distinguish relevant 

information from noisy content because the noisy content 

may deceive users’ concentration within a solitary web page, 

and users only pay attention to the commercials or copyright 

when they search a web page.  

Clustering is a technique, in which the data objects 

are given into a set of disjoint groups called clusters so that 

objects in each cluster are more analogous to each other than 

the objects from different clusters. Clustering techniques are 

used in several application areas such as pattern recognition 

(Webb, 2002), data mining (Tan, Steinbach, & Kumar, 

2005), machine learning (Alpaydin, 2004), and so on. 

Generally, clustering algorithms can be classified as Hard, 

Fuzzy, Possibilistic, and Probabilistic [2] (Hathway & 

Bezdek, 1995).  

In this paper a frame work to extract data items 

from the deep web pages automatically is proposed. It 

comprises of two stages: (1) Identification and Extraction of 

the data extraction for deep web page (2) Web clustering 

using FCM algorithm. Firstly in a web page, the irrelevant 

data such as advertisements, images, audio, etc are removed 

using chunk segmentation operation. The result we will 

obtain is a set of chunks [3]. From which, the surplus noise 

and the duplicate chunks are removed by computing the 

three parameters, such as Hyperlink percentage, Noise score 

and cosine similarity. For each chunk, three parameters such 

as Title word Relevancy, Keyword frequency based chunk 

selection and Position feature are computed. These sub-

chunks consider as the main chunk and the keywords are 

extracted from those main chunk. Secondly, the set of 

keywords are clustered using Fuzzy c-means clustering. 

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 

presents the related works. The problem statement is 

described in section 3 and the contribution of this paper is 

given in section 4. The definition of terms used in the 

proposed approach given in section 5. An frame work for 

efficient approach web document clustering based on vision-

based deep web is discussed in section5 . Section 6 explains 

conclusion of the paper.  

2. REVIEW OF RELATED WORKS 
Our proposed framework concentrates on web document 

clustering based on vision-based deep web data extraction. 

Many Researchers have developed several approaches for 

web document clustering based on vision-based deep web 

data[7]. Among them, a handful of significant researches 

that performs web clustering and data extraction are 

presented in this section. 

Moreover, a multi-objective genetic algorithm-

based clustering method has been used for finding the 

number of clusters and the most natural clustering. It is 

complex and even impossible to employ a manual approach 

to mine the data records from web pages in deep web. Thus, 

Chen Hong-ping et al [9] have proposed a LBDRF algorithm 

to solve the problem of automatic data records extraction 

from Web pages in deep Web.  

Zhang Pei-ying and Li Cun-he [10] have proposed 

a text summarization approach based on sentences clustering 

and extraction. The proposed approach includes three steps: 

(i) the sentences in the document have been clustered based 

on the semantic distance, (ii) the accumulative sentence 

similarity on each cluster has been calculated based on the 

multi-features combination technique, and (iii) the topic 

sentences has been selected via some extraction rules. The 
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goal of their research is to exhibit that the summarization 

result was not only depends on the sentence features, but 

also depends on the sentence similarity measure. Qingshui 

Li and Kai Wu [6] have developed a Web Page Information 

extraction algorithm based on vision character. A vision 

character rule of web page has been employed, regarding the 

detailed problem of coarse-grained web page segmentation 

and the restructure problem of the smallest web page 

segmentation [8]. Then, the vision character of page block 

has been analyzed and finally determined the topic data 

region accurately.  

ECON can be applied to Web news pages written 

in several well known languages namely Chinese, English, 

French, German, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, Russian, 

Spanish, and Arabic. Also, ECON can been implemented 

without any difficulty. Wei Liu et al [12] have introduced a 

vision-based approach that is Web-page programming- 

language-independent for deep web data extraction. Mainly, 

the proposed approach has used the visual features on the 

deep Web pages to implement deep Web data extraction, 

such as data record extraction and data item extraction[11]. 

They have also proposed an evaluation measure revision to 

gather the amount of human effort required to produce 

proper extraction.  

 

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT  

 
There are many components of no consequences related to 

information about data objects. In most of web pages, there 

will be more than one data object tied together in data 

region, makes difficult to search attributes for each page. 

Unprocessed source of web page for representing the objects 

is non-contiguous one, the problem becomes more 

complicated. In existent applications, the users necessitate 

from complex web pages is the description of individual data 

object derived from the partitioning of data region.  

 

4. FRAMEWORK OF VDEC 

 
We present new framework for deep web clustering based 

capture the actual data of the deep web pages. We achieve 

this in the following two stages. (1) stage-1 (2) stage-2 

 In the first stage, 

 A data extraction based measure is also introduced 

to evaluate the importance of each leaf chunk in the tree, 

which in turn helps us to eliminate noises in a deep Web 

page. In this measure, remove the surplus noise and 

duplicate chunk using three parameters such as hyperlink 

percentage, Noise score and cosine similarity. Finally, 

obtain the main chunk extraction process using three 

parameters such as Title word Relevancy, Keyword 

frequency based chunk selection, Position features and 

set of keywords are extracted from those main chunks. 

In the second stage, 

 By using Fuzzy c-means clustering (FCM), the set 

of keywords were clustered for all deep web 

pages.  

 

5. TERMS USED IN FRAMEWORK OF 

VDEC 

Definition (chunk C ): Consider a deep web page PDW
 
 

is segmented by blocks. These each blocks are known as 

chunk.  

Definition (Hyperlink )( pHL ): A hyperlink has an anchor, 

which is the location within a document from which the 

hyperlink can be followed; the document having a hyperlink 

is called as its source document to web pages. 

             Hyperlink percentage  
N

n
HL l

P   

            

Where, 

           N     Number of Keywords in a chunk 

           ln     Number of Link Keywords in a 

chunk  

Definition (Noise score )( sN ): Noise score is defined as 

the ratio of number of images to total number of chunks. 

                       Noise score,
 B

I
s

N

n
N   

 
Where, In

 
 Number of images in a chunk 

BN  
 Total number of images                                 

Definition (Cosine similarity): Cosine similarity means 

calculating the similarity of two chunks. The inner product 

of the two vectors i.e., sum of the pairwise multiplied 

elements, is divided by the product of their vector lengths. 

 Cosine Similarity,

  
||||

|.|
,

21

21
21

CC

CC
CCSIM c




    where  

 

1C , 2C  Weight of keywords in 1C , 2C

 Definition (Position feature): Position features (PFs) that 

indicate the location of the data region on a deep web page. 

To compute the position feature score, the ratio  T   is 

computed and then, the following equation is used to find 

the score for the chunk.  



 


Otherwise

T
PFr

0

7.01
                             (4)

 Where, 

   T   

pagewebWholeinkeywordsofNumber

chunkgionDtatainkeywordsofNumber Re  

               rPF  Position features
 

Definition (Title word relevancy): A web page title is the 

name or heading of a Web site or a Web page. If there is 

more number of title words in a certain block, then it means 

that the corresponding block is of more importance. 

 Title word relevancy, 
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km    Number of Title Keywords 

)(
)(i

kmF  Frequency of the title keyword km  in a 

chunk 

Definition (Keyword frequency): Keyword frequency is 

the number of times the keyword phrase appears on a deep 

Web page chunk relative to the total number of words on the 

deep web page. 

 

               Keyword frequency based chunk selection, 





K

k

k

f
N

f
K

1

 

Where, 

          kf
 
 Frequency of top ten keywords 

                      
N

 
 Number of keywords 

                      
k

 
 Number of Top-K Keywords 

6. PROPOSED FRAMEWORK FOR 

VISION-BASED DEEP WEB DATA 

EXTRACTION FOR WEB DOCUMENT 

CLUSTERING 
 

Information extraction from web pages is an active research 

area. Recently, web information extraction has become more 

challenging due to the complexity and the diversity of web 

structures and representation. This is an expectable 

phenomenon since the Internet has been so popular and there 

are now many types of web contents, including text, videos, 

images, speeches, or flashes. The HTML structure of a web 

document has also become more complicated, making it 

harder to extract the target content. Until now, a large 

number of techniques have been proposed to address this 

problem, but all of them have inherent limitations because 

they are Web-page-programming-language dependent.   

BLOCK DIAGRAM 

In the first STAGE-1, we are mainly concentrating to 

remove the following noises in stages: (1) Navigation bars, 

Panels and Frames, Page Headers and Footers, Copyright 

and Privacy Notices, Advertisements and Other 

Uninteresting Data. (2) Duplicate Contents and (3) 

Unimportant Contents according to chunk importance. The 

removal of these noises is done by performing three 

operations. Firstly, using the chunk segmentation process, 

the noises such as the advertisements, images, audio, video, 

multiple links etc. are removed and only the useful text 

contents are segmented into chunks. Secondly, using three 

parameters such as hyperlink percentage, Noise score and 

cosine similarity, the surplus noise and duplicate chunks are 

removed to obtain the noiseless sub-chunks. And lastly, for 

each noiseless sub-chunk, we considered three parameters 

such as Title word Relevancy ,Keyword frequency based 

chunk selection, and Position features, using which we 

calculated the Sub-chunk weightage of each and every 

chunk. The high importance of the sub-chunks weightage 

consider as main-chunk weightage and the keywords are 

extracted from those main chunk. In the second stage, the set 

of keywords extracted are subjected to Fuzzy c-means 

clustering (FCM). The system model of the proposed 

technique which is extracting the important chunks and deep 

web clustering is shown schematically in Fig 1. 

6.1 Stage 1: Extraction of data from web page  

 

 
Fig1: How to extract data from web page 

 

1) Deep Web Page : The Deep web is usually defined as the 

content on the Web not accessible through a search on 

general search engines. This content is sometimes also 

referred to as the hidden or invisible web. The Web is a 

complex entity that contains information from a variety of 

source types and includes an evolving mix of different file 

types and media. It is much more than static, self-contained 

Web pages. In our work, the deep web pages are collected 

from Complete Planet (www.completeplanet.com), which is 

currently the largest deep web repository with more than 

70,000 entries of web databases[21].                                                             

2) Chunk Segmentation 
Web pages are constructed not only main contents 

information like product information in shopping domain, 

job information in a job domain but also advertisements bar, 

static content like navigation panels, copyright sections, etc. 

In many web pages, the main content information exists in 

the middle chunk and the rest of page contains 

advertisements, navigation links, and privacy statements as 

noisy data. Removing these noises will help in improving the 

mining of web. To assign importance to a region in a web 

page ( PW ), we first need to segment a web page into a set 

of chunks. extract main content information and deep web 

clustering that is both fast and accurate  Normally, a 

<div>tag separated by many sub <div> tags based on the 

content of the deep web page. If there is no <div>tag in the 

sub <div>tag, the last <div>tag is consider as leaf node. The 

Chunk Splitting Process aims at cleaning the local noises by 

considering only the main content of a web page enclosed in 

div tag. The main contents are segmented into various 

chunks. The resultant of this process can be represented as 

follows: 

},,,,{ 321 nCCCCC  , PDWC  

Where, C   A set of chunks in the deep web page PDW    

n   Number of chunks in a deep web page PDW            

In fig.1 we have taken an example of a tree sample which 

consists of main chunks and sub chunks. The main chunks 

are segmented into chunks C1, C2 and C3 using Chunk 
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Splitting Operation and sub-chunks are segmented into 

1,52,21,2 ..., CCC
 
in fig 2. 

3) Noisy Chunk Removal 

Surplus Noise Removal: A deep web page PW
 
usually 

contains main content chunks and noise chunks. Only the 

main content chunks represent the informative part that most 

users are interested in. Although other chunks are helpful in 

enriching functionality and guiding browsing, they 

negatively affect such web mining tasks as web page 

clustering and classification by reducing the accuracy of 

mined results as well as speed of processing. Thus, these 

chunks are called noise chunks. Removing these chunks in 

our research work, we have concentrated on two parameters; 

they are Hyperlink Percentage )( pHL  and Noise score 

)( sN  which is very significant[21]. The main objective for 

removing noise from a Web Page is to improve the 

performance of the search engine. 

The representation of each parameter is as follows: 

1. Hyperlink Keyword )( pHL – A hyperlink has an 

anchor, which is the location within a document 

from which the hyperlink can be followed; the 

document containing a hyperlink is known as its 

source document to web pages. Hyperlink 

Keywords are the keywords which are present in a 

chunk such that it directs to another page. If there 

are more links in a particular chunk then it means 

the corresponding chunk has less importance. The 

parameter Hyperlink Keyword Retrieval calculates 

the percentage of all the hyperlink keywords 

present in a chunk and is computed using 

following equation. 

          Hyperlink word Percentage, 
N

n
HL l

P   

Where, 

         N     Number of Keywords in a chunk 

         ln     Number of Link Keywords in a 

chunk  

2. Noise score )( sN  – The information on Web 

page PW
 
consists of both texts and images (static pictures, 

flash, video, etc.). Many Internet sites draw income from 

third-party advertisements, usually in the form of images 

sprinkled throughout the site’s pages. In our work, the 

parameter Noise score calculates the percentage of all the 

images present in a chunk and is computed using following 

equation.            Noise score, 

B

I
s

N

n
N 

                         

 

Where, 

                  In  Number of images in a chunk 

           BN  Total number of images 

Duplicate Chunk Removal Using Cosine Similarity: Cosine 

Similarity: Cosine similarity is one of the most popular 

similarity measure applied to text documents, such as in 

numerous information retrieval applications [7] and 

clustering too [8]. Here, duplication detection among the 

chunk is done with the help of cosine similarity.  

            

Given two chunks 1C
   

and 2C
,
 their cosine similarity is  

Cosine Similarity
||||

|.|
),(

21

21
21

CC

CC
CCSIM c




 

 Where, 

        1C
  

, 2C  Weight of keywords in 1C , 2C
 

4) Extraction of Main Chunk  

Chunk Weightage for Sub-Chunk: In the previous step, we 

obtained a set of chunks after removing the noise chunks and 

duplicate chunks present in a deep web page. Web page 

designers tend to organize their content in a reasonable way: 

giving prominence to important things and deemphasizing 

the unimportant parts with proper features such as position, 

size, color, word, image, link, etc. A chunk importance 

model is a function to map from features to importance for 

each chunk, and can be formalized as:                          

importance  chunkfeatureschunk     

The preprocessing for computation is to extract essential 

keywords for the calculation of Chunk Importance. Many 

researchers have given importance to different information 

inside a webpage for instance location, position, occupied 

area, content, etc. In our research work, we have 

concentrated on the three parameters Title word relevancy, 

keyword frequency based chunk selection, and position 

features which are very significant. Each parameter has its 

own significance for calculating sub-chunk weightage. The 

following equation computes the sub-chunk weightage of all 

noiseless chunks. 

   rfkw PFKTC                                (1) 

                 Where      
 ,,  Constants

 

For each noiseless chunk, we have to calculate these 

unknown parameters KT , fK  and rPF . The 

representation of each parameter is as follows:  

 

1. Title Keyword – Primarily, a web page title is the 

name or title of a Web site or a Web page. If there is more 

number of title words in a particular block then it means the 

corresponding block is of more importance. This parameter 

Title Keyword calculates the percentage of all the title 

keywords present in a block. It is computed using following 

equation. 

Title word Relevancy;  









































km
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i

kk

k
K

mFm

m
T

1

)(
)(

1

                     (2)                                                            

         Where,  km    Number of Title Keywords  
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  kT     Title word relevancy,  )(
)(i

kmF  Frequency of 

the title keyword tn  in a chunk 

2. Keyword Frequency based chunk selection:  

Basically, Keyword frequency is the number of times the 

keyword phrase appears on a deep Web page chunk relative 

to the total number of words on the deep web page. In our 

work, the top-K keywords of each and every chunk were 

selected and then their frequencies were calculated. The 

parameter keyword frequency based chunk selection 

calculates for all sub-chunks and is computed using 

following equation.  

Keyword Frequency based chunk selection
  





K

k

k

f
N

f
K

1
                                         (3) 

              Where,
 

               kf
 
 Frequency of top ten keywords 

              fK  Keyword Frequency based chunk selection
   

               
k

 
 Number of Top-K Keywords 

3. Position features (PFs): Generally, these data 

regions are always centered horizontally and for calculating, 

we need the ratio  T  of the size of the data region to 

the size of whole deep Web page instead of the actual size. 

In our experiments, the threshold of the ratio is set at 0.7, 

that is, if the ratio of the horizontally centered region is 

greater than or equal to 0.7, then the region is recognized as 

the data region. The parameter position features calculates 

the important sub chunk from all sub chunk and is computed 

using following equation. 



 


Otherwise

T
PFr

0

7.01

                                  (4)                                                                                       
 

              Where,
 
 

                       

     T   
   

pagewebWholeinkeywordsofNumber

chunkgionDtatainkeywordsofNumber Re
 

rPF  Position features
 

                            
Thus, we have obtained the values of KT , 

fK  and rPF  by substituting the above mentioned 

equation. By substituting the values of KT , fK  and 

rPF  in eq.1, we obtain the sub-chunk weightage. 

Chunk Weightage for Main Chunk: We have obtained sub-

chunk weightage of all noiseless chunks from the above 

process. Then, the main chunks weightage are selected from 

the following equation 
   

 



n

i

i

wi cC
1

)(
                          (5)

 

                                           
 

              
          

   
Where,

)(i

wc  
thi  Sub-chunk weightage of 

Main-chunk.   Constant, iC   Main chunk 

weightage 

Thus, finally we obtain a set of important chunks and we 

extract the keywords from the above obtained important 

chunks for effective web document clustering mining. 

 

STAGE 2:  Keyword  based clustered documents 

 

 
Fig 2 : To extract keyword based clustered documents 

 

Let DB  be a dataset of web documents, where the set of 

keywords is denoted by 
 nkkkk ,...,, 21

. Let 

 NxxxX ,...,, 21
 be the set of N  web documents, 

where
 iniii xxxx ,...,, 21

.Each 

),...,1;,...,1( njNixij 
corresponds to the 

frequency of keyword ix
 on web document. Fuzzy c-means 

[29] partitions set of N  web documents in
dR dimensional 

space into 
)1( ncc 

 fuzzy clusters with 

 czzzZ ,...,, 21
cluster centers or centroids. The 

fuzzy clustering of keywords is described by a fuzzy matrix 


 with n  rows and c  columns in which n  is the number 

of keywords and c  is the number of clusters. ij
, the 

element in the 
thi  row and 

thj
 column in


, indicates the 

degree of association or membership function of the 
thi  

object with the 

thj
 cluster. The characters of 


 are as 

follows: 

 

           
 1,0, ji  (6) 

;,...,2,1 ni ;,...,2,1 cj
                                     

         





c

j

ij

1

1
;,...,2,1 ni

                  (7)                               

n
n

i

ij 
1

0 
                 (8)
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;,...,2,1 cj
                                                                          

 

The objective function of FCM algorithm is to minimize the 

Eq. (9): 





n

i

ij

m

ij

c

j

m dJ
11



                     (9)                                                                                                                                             

Where 

jiij zkd 
                            (10)                                                         

                                                                                

in which, m(m >1) is a scalar termed the weighting exponent 

and controls the fuzziness of the 

resulting clusters and ijd
 is the Euclidian distance from ik

 

to the cluster center iz
.The jz

,centroid of the 

thj
 cluster, 

is obtained using Eq. (11) 








n

i

m

ij

n

i i

m

ij

j

k
z

1

1





                                                        (11) 

                                                                                             

7. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, a framework for  the vision-based 

deep web data extraction is proposed for web document 

clustering. The proposed approach comprises of two stages: 

1) Stage-1 and 2) stage-2. In stage-1, the web page 

information is classified into various chunks. From which, 

surplus noise and duplicate chunks are removed using three 

parameters, such as hyperlink percentage, noise score and 

cosine similarity. To identify the relevant chunk, three 

parameters such as Title word Relevancy, Keyword 

frequency-based chunk selection, Position features are used 

and then, a set of keywords are extracted from those main 

chunks. Finally, the extracted keywords are subjected to web 

document clustering using Fuzzy c-means clustering (FCM).  
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